SkyMod Recessed
®

IM298

1.

Ensure electrical supply is isolated before fitting and/or making any electrical connections.
Luminaires should be disconnected from the mains supply before any High Voltage Insulation tests are carried out.

2.

For plasterboard type ceilings make a 580 x 580mm cut out.

3.

For T Bar ceilings remove a tile in the desired location.

4.

Bring the mains/dimming cabling through the cut out/aperture.

5.

Locate position of the fascia springs, see Image 1.

6.

Push the plastic swipes supplied into the gap between fascia and the outer bezel at the fascia spring rivet position, see Image 1.

7.

Slide both swipes towards the springs until they are depressed fully, see Image 2.

8.

Lift both swipes slowly to lift the fascia and disengage the springs.

9.

Remove the fascia by pulling it away from the locating pins which are on the opposite side to the springs.

10.

Make mains/dimming connections to the converter/remote box according to the information on the connector block/labelling.

11.

For Emergency versions ensure battery bullet connection is made before replacing the lid. This operation must only be
carried out when a permanent mains supply is established.

12.

Push the luminaire up though the cut out/T Bar ceiling and support it in place without touching the individual LED Modules.

13.

Pull the locking collar back on one of the Lumafix clamps and slide into one of the four slots on the side of the luminaire.

14.

Slide the Lumafix clamp down to make contact with the ceiling/T Bar and turn the collar to lock it into position.
Hand tighten only.

15.

Repeat with the other three Lumafix clamps supporting the luminaire until it is correctly fitted.

16.

Make any adjustments to the clamps to pull tight against the ceiling/T Bar.

17.

Fit the fascia onto the locating pins and push the fascia up so that there is a small gap between the springs and the outer bezel.

18.

Insert approximately 10mm of the swipes between the springs and the outer bezel and push the fascia gently upwards to
depress the springs, see Image 3.

19.

Remove swipes to allow the springs to engage fully into the slots and check the fascia is securely fitted by pushing the
springs with the swipe through the gap between the outer bezel and the fascia. Retain the swipes for future maintenance.

20. Reconnect the electrical supply and test the installation.
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